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KRTK licensed to Herrman, MO 93.3 FM
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KVMO licensed to Vandalia, MO 104.3 FM
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Coverage Information
Coverage for 920 AM
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REAL TALK 93.3FM
Weekday Lineup
6-9 AM- Tomorrow’s News Today with Joe Hoft
9-11 AM- REAL TALK with Dr. Eric Nepute
11-2 PM- The Dan Bongino Show
2-4 PM- The Echo Chamber with Senator Bill Eigel
4-7 PM- Happy Hour with Sonny and DeAnna
7-9 PM- The Ben Shapiro Show
9-10 PM- The Michael Knowles Show
10-11PM- Real America with OANN Dan Ball
11-12 AM- In Focus with OANN Stephanie Hamill

Get to Know Our
Hosts!

Joe Hoft- Tomorrow’s News Today with Joe Hoft from
6-9AM

Joe Hoft is the twin brother of Jim Hoft, the founder of The Gateway
Pundit (TGP), and a contributing editor at TGP. TGP is one of the
largest conservative media outlets in the US averaging millions of
views per day. Joe began writing for TGP as a contributor in 2016.
He and Jim were on the Trump train from the start. Joe predicted
the Trump win in the primaries as well as his win in November 2016
using social media, rally attendance and other factors. Joe reported
extensively on the Mueller sham, COVID, and today Joe is
a recognized leader in the reporting of the 2020 Election steal. Joe was a corporate executive
in Hong Kong for a decade and his work took him around the world. He presented at
numerous Board or audit committee meetings around the world as well. At one point in his
career, Joe oversaw the financial reporting for multimillion and billion-dollar entities. He has
ten degrees or designations and is the author of three books.

Dr. Eric Nepute- REAL TALK with Dr. Eric Nepute from
9-11AM

Dr. Eric Nepute was born and raised on a working farm in a very small town in central Illinois.
Dr. Eric jokes there were more pigs on the farm than people in his town. As a young boy Dr.
Eric Was always fascinated with the human body and athletics. It was an injury that he suffered
while playing college football that led him to the life of chiropractic and wellness care. Since
that time, Dr. Eric Nepute has become a sought after speaker, author, and physician.
Dr. Nepute’s unique approach to health and wellness has led him to grow one of the largest
health and wellness organization in the country. currently Dr. Nepute owns and operates 12
facilities, and manages or affiliates with anadditional 32 offices. His ability to take complex
operations and make them into simple and effective systems is expertise. Dr. Nepute also
trains and consults hundreds of physicians across the country on his Wellness-Wheel system,

and has helped thousands of patients get their lives back with these methods. His high energy and high impact Presentations
have landed him on stage nationally as well as internationally. You do not want to miss the Opportunity to hear him speak.
Education
Dr. Eric Nepute is a Licensed primary care provider in the state of Missouri. He is a License Doctor of chiropractic, Certified
Doctor of natural medicine, a Certified nutritional specialist, and certified internal health specialists. Dr. Nepute has Advanced
training, fellowships and certifications in functional neurology, Orthomolecular nutrition, Internal health, as well as advanced
biomechanics.
Media experience
Radio host on 97.fm news talk radio. “ wellness matters “ radio show from 2010-2019
Radio host on 101.1 espn radio “ wellness matters” 2018-present
Radio host 100.7 Co host of “the edge “ morning show. 2019-present
Host of the podcast “common sense health” reached over 9 million people per week.
Regular on Fox News and ABC 30 local new. Health and wellness correspondent.
Regularly featured on Fox News radio across the county. Health and wellness correspondent.
Business experience
CEO of wellness matters Productions. 2014-present. A media and communications company.
CEO Nepute wellness centers. 2006-present. Fully integrated health and wellness centers across the Midwest.
CEO wellness warrior. 2014-present. International nutritional company and education company.
CEO wellness lab solutions. 2015-present. Molecular and genetics Laboratory consulting company.
CEO Outcome experts. 2017-present. Health and wellness consulting and management company.
Chief

Dan Bongino- The Dan Bongino Show from 11AM-2PM
Dan Bongino tackles the hot political issues, debunking both liberal and
Republican establishment rhetoric.
A former Secret Service Agent, NYPD veteran, and New York Times best- selling
author, Bongino is best known amongst conservatives for his willingness to
take on the Left and the Republican Establishment through his campaign
for Congress, which nearly resulted in a historic political upset in the liberal
bastion of Maryland.
These experiences uniquely situate Dan to provide the best commentary and analysis from not only a law
enforcement viewpoint, but also one that directly attacks the philosophical underpinnings of the Left and
Big Government Republicans.
• The Dan Bongino Show podcast has risen to the top of the charts!
• 117 Million audio downloads in 2020
• In the weeks following the election in November, it ranked either #1 or #2 among ALL podcasts on Apple.

Senator William C. (Bill) Eigel- The Echo Chamber
from 2-4PM

Eigel was sworn into office on Jan 4, 2017, to serve the residents of Missouri‘s
23rd Senatorial District in St. Charles County.
Bill is a United States Air Force military veteran of eight years and has owned a
small business in St. Charles County for more than 10 years.
Bill, who held the rank of Captain while serving in the Air Force, completed
assignments in Louisiana, Arizona, and most recently at Whiteman Air Force
Base, Missouri. He is a decorated veteran for service overseas in support of
Operation Enduring Freedom, as he was awarded commendations for his
service in Ashgabat, Turkmenistan.
After leaving the service in 2006, Bill purchased St. Louis Skylights, a small residential and commercial
remodeling company. Despite the challenges of the economic recession in 2008 and 2009, St. Louis
Skylights was renamed to National Skylight Solutions in 2010 as it grew to service all areas of the United
States. With permanent locations in Missouri and Illinois, and serving customers in all 50 states, National
Skylight Solutions (and affiliates) is one of the fastest growing skylight installation companies in the country.
In 2016, Bill and Amanda sold National Skylight Solutions as Bill was sworn in to represent the 23rd State
Senatorial District in eastern St Charles County.
Bill has been recognized by Americans for Tax Reform, The American Conservative Union, the National Club
for Growth, and the Heritage Foundation for his work advancing conservative issues and legislation. In 2018,
he sponsored and passed House Bill 2540, which stands today as the largest single year tax cut ever passed
by the Missouri General Assembly. His lifetime vote record score from the American Conservative Union
(ACU) is 94%, and he has been recognized by the ACU as a Conservative Champion 3 times in his first four
years in office. Also according to the ACU, he is currently the second highest scoring conservative lawmaker
in the Missouri Senate today.
Bill is a member of Veterans of Foreign Wars, the National Rifle Association, and is a volunteer for the Missouri
Veteran’s Retirement Home in North St. Louis County. He lives in Weldon Spring with his wife, Amanda, and
their two children. They are all members of St. Joseph’s Catholic Parish in Cottleville, Missouri.

Sonny Wilson and DeAnna Lorraine- Happy
Hour with Sonny and DeAnna from 4-7PM

Sonny founded and served as CEO of United Brokers Inc., which worked with
some of the world’s largest insurance companies on product development
and marketing during the 1990’s and throughout the early 2000’s. Always
having had a strong urge to get involved in local politics, Sonny ran for Mayor
of Dardenne Prairie, Missouri in 2016, with a narrow loss to the incumbent and
St. Charles County Missouri GOP Chairman. He continued to stay involved with
the Missouri Republican Party by accepting appointment to the St. Charles
County GOP as Co-Chair on the election committee. Later that year, Sonny was
sworn in as Board Of Adjustment for Dardenne Prairie and served from 20172021. Soon afterwards, Sonny was appointed as a County Director for the RNC/
MO GOP during the 2018 election. Sonny ran four of the largest counties in the state of Missouri successfully.
In summer of 2018, Sonny accepted the Chairman position of a U.S. Senate race. After a hard-fought primary
election, Sonny continued his work by traveling to the state of Arizona and consulting Sheriff Joe Arpaio on
his U.S. Senate bid. In 2018, Sonny and Sheriff Joe Arpaio formed a political action committee called Protect
America First PAC. Its mission is to help potential and elected candidates who hold the same beliefs as Sheriff
Joe Arpaio and President Trump. In 2019, Sonny was nominated for Missouri State GOP Chairman. Sonny
manages multiple Political Action Committees. During the beginning of the COVID-19 world pandemic,
Sonny founded the America Health Task Force. Its focus is to bridge private, corporate and federal resources
together to tackle the ever changing task of combating SARS and COVID epidemic.
DeAnna is a popular Conservative political firebrand, Commentator, activist
and Author of the bestselling book Taking Back America: Campaign Secrets I
learned Battling Nancy Pelosi and The Swamp - How to be a Fearless Firebrand
for America's Future.
She recently ran for Congress in California against political Goliath Nancy
Pelosi, and although she ultimately lost her race to a radical Socialist, her
battle was hard fought and won the hearts of Americans all across the nation
with her guts, refreshing honesty, and bold, unconventional campaign
strategies. DeAnna hosted her own nightly news show Taking Back America
on Infowars and is a frequent guest on TV and radio shows around the country
including NEWSMAX, OANN, Stew Peters Show, Pete Santilli and many others.

“Happy Hour with Sonny & DeAnna - Hottest Headlines with Humor and Heat” is a Conservative afternoon news show
discussing the latest breaking news and trending topics in politics and culture. With riveting conversations, popular
guests and roundtable discussions of the top headlines of the day that matter, enjoy your afternoon drive home from
work and join Sonny and DeAnna for Happy Hour, which we guarantee will be the highlight of your day!

Ben Shapiro- The Ben Shapiro Show from 7-9PM
The Ben Shapiro Show connects listeners with the news they need to know
in the fastest-moving daily program in America. A voice for conservative
millennials, Shapiro covers America’s most powerful political personalities,
brutally breaks down the culture, and never gives an inch!
With a loyal podcast following of 15 million downloads each month, Shapiro’s
influence is skyrocketing. He will persuade, mobilize, and motivate your
audience.

Michael Knowles- The Michael Knowles Show from
9-10PM

From the same team that brought you Ben Shapiro, Westwood One and The
Daily Wire bring you The Michael Knowles Show, Monday – Friday 5p-6p ET!
Come For The Conversation. Stay For The Covfefe.
The Michael Knowles Show goes beyond the headline, analyzing the top
cultural and political issues of the day. Come and enjoy the simple pleasures of
being right. Join Michael Knowles as he takes a conservative political view of
national and world events.
Michael Knowles hosts, The Michael Knowles Show, The Book Club at PragerU, and co-hosts Verdict with
Sen. Ted Cruz. In 2017, he wrote the #1 national bestselling treatise Reasons To Vote For Democrats: A
Comprehensive Guide, which President Donald Trump hailed as “a great book for your reading enjoyment.”
In addition, Knowles appears regularly as a political analyst on television news programs. Michael is a
graduate of Yale University, and has lectured on college campuses and at research institutions throughout
the country. Michael has had his writing appear on the Daily Wire, Fox News, the American Mind, the Daily
Caller, and the Point, among other outlets.

Dan Ball- Real America from 10-11PM
Dan Ball hosts the show “Real America” on OANN (One America News
Network). He is an Emmy Award winner for the best anchor in the year
2009. With the show, Real America, Dan brings the latest poliical headlines,
interviews polititions and high profile celebrities, lawmakers, pundits, and
social media influencers.
Dan worked for KESQ, CBS Local 2, KUNA as a reporter for 4 years from 2000 to
2004. Later in 2005, he joined as Morning News Anchor for KPSP-TV until 2008.
He went on to work as Evening News Anchor for KSNV-TV until 2012. He then
took a different turn in his career as he started working as a real estate agent. While working as a real estate
agent, Dan also started working for WFFT Local Fox 55 as Director and anchor from 2013-2015.
Dan Moved on to KMIR 6 News to work as KMIR Today anchor where he worked for 2 years until 2017. He
worked for a little while at Parkinson’s Resource Organization as Director of Development.
He is now working for One America News Network (OANN) as the host of “Real America” since August 2020.
Dan is a support of Trump. In the years 2017 and 2018, Dan announced he was running for Congress to
represent the Republican Party.
Dan worked in Air Force and holds a real estate license as a registered agent in California for the last 14
years. Ball currently lives in San Diego, California.

Stephanie Hamilll- In Focus from 11PM-12AM
Stephanie Hamill is an American journalist and political commentator.
Hamill currently serves as a video columnist for The Daily Caller, a 24-hour
news publication providing its audience with original reporting, thoughtprovoking commentary and breaking news.
She’s also a co/host for the talk show ‘Like It Or Not’ which airs on WTTG-TV a
Fox affiliate located in Washington, DC.
Before joining the Daily Caller and FOX5, she served as an Advisor for the The National Diversity Coalition for
Trump. A Group that strongly supports President Donald J. Trump and his administration.

Stephanie is best known for her work at the One America News Network, where she served as a conservative
political commentator, fill-in host and producer of the “Daily Ledger Show”. Stephanie joined OANN in June
of 2013, a month before the official launch of the network and left the news organization in January of 2018.
Before joining OANN, Stephanie served as a general assignment reporter and anchor for KSWT NEWS 13, a
CBS affiliate. KSWT served an area encompassing portions of two countries, including parts of two American
states, Arizona and California, and two Mexican states, Baja California and Sonora. Stephanie covered
breaking news and reported on location from various events. Some of the major stories she covered for the
news station include: The capital murder trial for Preston Alton Strong, The Dome Valley Double Suicide,
and The Figueroa Murder case. Stephanie spent a lot of her reporting days covering crime and the courts,
but she also covered stories relating to immigration/border issues, drug cartels, Military, local and statewide
politics, and education. Stephanie was also invited to do a ‘fly-along’ with the United States Thunderbirds on
an F-16 fighter jet, at the Marine Corps Air Station in Yuma, AZ.
Prior to her career in broadcast Television, she worked on a statewide senate campaign in Arizona. Stephanie
served as the assistant political director for the Rodney Glassman for U.S. campaign in 2010. Glassman won
the Democratic nomination with 35% of the vote. In the general election, Glassman challenged, and lost to,
Republican incumbent John McCain.
Stephanie graduated from the University of Arizona
School of Broadcast Journalism. During her college
years, she interned at a variety of locations to gain
experience and knowledge that would help her
become a better journalist. Her first internship was
for the Vice Mayor of Tucson. She also took on a
full time Senate internship with ‘Arizona Capital
Television,’ at the State Capitol. Stephanie also
interned at Arizona Public Media, where she worked
on shows like Arizona Illustrated and Arizona
connection.
S he was born and raised in Oro Valley, Arizona. She
currently resides in San Diego, California. 

Stephanie “Laurent” Clark- The Jessica Laurent

Show from 12-1AM
Jessica “Laurent” gave up her position in global banking
to chase her crazy dream of being a voice of strength and
transformation for people stuffling to find their place in the
world. She is a St. Louis nattive, mom of four daughters (two
birthed & two bonus), and a woman of many stories. As a
millennial, domestic abuse survivor, former democrat, and a
product of failed democratic policies, Jessica brings a dynamic
and fresh perspective to the current conversations!
The Jessica Laurent Show- Cander and Comedy meet Politicas & Culture.Every day Jessica Laurent
will bring you news and conservative hot topics in a hip, fresh way only a millennial can! Check your
Left hand at the door, because this show is about what’s Right!
Dating After Abuse (Saturday from 10-11PM)- Strong, healthy relationships are the foundation
of a strong family unit, and we all know how important the family is. 1in 4 women and 1in 9 men
have been abused in their lifetime. Abuse can make it difficult to show up as your best self in your
relationships. Attracting a quality partner can only happen when you become a quality partner, like
attracts like. Each week Jessica Laurent will explore ways to find balance in dating and healing. It’s
about balance not perfection.

The REAL TALK Website

www.RealTalk933.com

TRACY ELLIS, Real
Estate Magazine is
now launching
REAL TALK 93.3
Magazine

OUR MISSION

Rick and Tracy Ellis have successfully published, TRACY ELLIS, Real Estate Magazine for
over 7 years now and look forward to bringing you their newest project, REAL TALK
93.3 MAGAZINE!
As the owners of Real Talk and successfully running their own business now for over 21
years, they understand the importance of marketing to the largest audience. Their goal
is to bring AFFORDABLE advertising to small businesses in our area with the greatest
results! Although radio is critical for advertising, so is print. With the REAL TALK 93.3
MAGAZINE, your business will be on store shelves year round and in small businesses
like your own. Currently you can find the magazine in over 30 Schnuck's and Dierberg's
stores in our area and over a 100 small businesses and growing.
All advertisers on REAL TALK 93.3 will be added to our Real Talk Patriots list with their
business name and contact information. The Ellis' are offering reduced rates for larger
ads and stories about your business for all of our advertisers.
Inside the new magazine you will find articles from each of our main show hosts like
Joe Hoft, Dr. Eric Nepute and Senator Bill Eigel. We are really excited to announce
that Senator Bill Eigel will be filling the magazine with articles that all Patriots will
look forward to reading. He will be sharing with you the voting record of some of our
Missouri State RINO'S!
There has NEVER been a time more important than NOW for Conservatives to
SUPPORT CONSERVATIVES and the Conservative message! What a terrific way to make
your voice heard, while delivering the message in support of our radio station and
magazine. Together we will all grow our businesses!

Welcome Aboard Patriot!

How Radio Helped Grow Rick

& Tracy’s Real Estate Career
About twelve years ago, I was standing in the lobby of my brokerage when
my broker looked at me and asked, “Do you want to do a radio show?” I looked at
her like she had lost her mind and replied, “A radio show? I can’t do a radio show!”
After I recovered from the shock, I started thinking about it and thought why
can’t I do a radio show?
After being in real estate at that time for over ten years and doing alright,
but never reaching over six million a year in volume, I thought what do I have
to lose? My broker was close friends with the owner of a local radio station, so
we all sat down, had a conversation, and for the next two years we did a weekly
radio show on Saturday mornings. Although I enjoyed it and many mentioned
they heard our show, I never really received any business from the show and
was getting very frustrated. I was discussing giving up when my husband, Rick,
mentioned that the issue was that we were on the wrong station. Rick told me,
“If you are going to be on the radio, you need to be speaking to your audience.”
At that time, he felt it was 97.1 FM because he himself listened often. I reached
out to the station manager and before long Rick and I had a weekly radio show
that, because of its success, eventually led to two weekly shows on Saturday and
Sunday.
I’ll tell you what I learned from this experience, is that not all radio stations
are created equal! I also think the biggest mistake that businesses make in radio
is not being committed long term. Too many start radio and think their phone is
going to blow up right away. Our experience is that an educated, loyal listener
understands how radio works. They also know the process of advertising, the
advertisers that are loyal and committed to the station. We quickly learned, that
is who they support!

The first year of our shows on 97.1 we may have received three phone
calls from our show and this time it was my husband, Rick, getting frustrated. As
you may know, radio is not inexpensive and Rick mentioned maybe we should
scale back our spending or discuss walking away, but I was so committed to the
listeners, we had to keep trying. We made sure we put the time in to attend the
regular events the station held and took photos with the show’s host to share
on our social media. They quickly started realizing our commitment to them
and they became committed to us and would occasionally come on our show
as well for a segment, which obviously gave us more credibility with the listener.
In no time, our business started changing rapidly and we could not believe how
engaged the listeners were with our show. When we walked into their homes for
our listing appointments, they would start repeating conversations that we had
on the show many months ago. They would ask whatever happened with…….
and recite a situation we discussed on our show. Talk about dedication, at times, I
could not even remember the conversation they were referencing.
In no time, we went from a six million a year real estate team to now ranked
#14 out of 14,000 Real Estate agents in the St. Louis area for 2020. We closed
out the year with almost 60 million in volume with a small real estate team.
Again, we think that has everything to do with our listeners! We can honestly tell
you that every single client we work with comes directly from our past clients,
the radio, or our real estate magazine that we started almost eight years ago.
Marketing, branding, networking, repetition and targeting your audience can
make all the difference in your business! We would love to help you grow your
business just like we have ours. We invite you to join us on this next leg of our
journey as owners and managing partners of REAL TALK 93.3 and REAL TALK 93.3
MAGAZINE. The BEST Is Yet To Come, for ALL of us that are ready to take their
business to the next level! We will help you get there.

Rick and Tracy Ellis

